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Abstract

A Model for the Specification of Abstract User Interfaces based on Conceptual Patterns is proposed to enhance the semantic captured by an
object-oriented analysis method. The model gathers both Presentation
an Navigation issues. A graphical notation is also provided to make easier the specification tasks. This simple graphical notation allows that a
non analyst can understand and participate in the specification process.
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1.

Introduction

In this new millennium, the volume of data produced in the Information Society is increasing continuously on a daily basis. In this data
ocean, tools for searching and navigating among data are really needed
as never before to extract valuable information. On the other hand,
better applications in less time are demanded. Nevertheless, developing good UIs for such Information Systems is a non trivial task which
requires effort to build and maintain them in order to assure a good
quality product.
Commercial business applications based on Information Systems have
similar interfaces, mainly based on forms. Just-UI tries to identify patterns in such UIs and abstract them to work in terms of the problem
domain. The model is based on Conceptual Patterns to capture elemental UI requirements such as: how to search?, how to order?, what to see?,
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and what to do? Answering these questions in an abstract specification
allows us to express the requirements without fixing any target environment. Design aspects, deliberately, are not collected in this phase in
order to maintain the specification free of any design issues.
The paper starts with the motivation and introduces the concepts
used in the Just-UI approach. Following, a graphical diagram based on
these concepts is introduced. Then, a case study and generation issues
are commented on. Finally, conclusions are given.

2.

Motivation

Traditional UML CASE tools such as Rational Rose[16], Together[20]
or Argo[22] do not explicitly consider the specification of UIs. Therefore,
specification with these tools is very complex and incomplete[14].
Collections of UI Patterns do exist. However, these collections are
focused on design problems[19, 23] and not on analysis problems. Indeed,
surveys on MB-UIDEs[18, 15] show that patterns at analysis levels are
unexplored in classical MB-UIDEs.
The work here presented tries to bring UI Specification nearer to non
analysts (users, graphical designers, etc) with the ultimate intention of
involving them in the process of specification.

3.

The Just-UI approach

Our contribution is focused on Just-UI: a Model for the specification
of UIs linked to Conceptual Modelling and code generation techniques
to automatically implement the UI for business applications.
Constantine et al.[6] proposes a technique to gather UI requirements
prototyping with users using paper and Post-Its. In this technique, each
Post-It represent an interaction unit (e.g. form or web page in the implementation). The user and analyst build together the navigation among
interaction units drawing arrows. Just-UI follows the same intuitive
approach to describe UIs as it is used in [6] and Ruble [17].
The Conceptual Modelling stage is supported by an object-oriented
method, the OO-Method[12], to obtain a conceptual schema of an Information System. OO-Method is a method that provides UML[5] compliant diagrams and is based on the formal language OASIS[11]. The model
captures classes, properties for classes: attributes, services (methods),
static, and dynamic constraints, etc. following a classical object-oriented
approach.
Just-UI extends OO-Method to capture User-Interface requirements
to explore and navigate among data (information objects). The final
goal is to collect interface requirements in an abstract way and to auto-
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matically generate the final UI to different target environments such as
Web, Windows, X11, UMTS, or PDAs. The UI requirements captured
by this approach are collected in the OO-Method Presentation Model.
The following subsections describe the patterns used.

3.1

Simple patterns

Simple patterns are single components that can be asked directly to
user or customer by an analyst. These simple concepts constitute the
primitive bricks to build the UI.

Filter.
A filter is a criterion that is useful for searching for objects.
Fixing a class, the user needs to search for objects satisfying a given
condition. E.g. searching cars by fare or colour in a Car Rental Service.
The analyst has identified the Vehicle class in the problem domain.
Now he has to ask the user: How do you need to search for Vehicles?
Each answer from the user constitutes a filter criterion. E.g.
the formula for searching red cars with special fare is: colour="red"
and fare.code="special"
Query By Example techniques [26] could be applied too, but previous
experiences reveal us that, in general, users do not need a powerful
search engine. Specific filters tailored for the current tasks increases the
usability.
Order Criterion.
After gathering search requirements, the analyst
can inquire: How must objects be ordered?, alphabetically?, by colour?
Again, each response given by our customer constitutes an Order Criterion Pattern. Order Criteria can be specified in terms of a list of
attributes defined in the conceptual schema and an ordering direction
for each attribute: ascendant or descendent. The semantic associated
with this pattern is: sort the collection of objects using the criteria expressed in the list. E.g. to sort Vehicles by brand (ascending) and colour
(descending), we have to express: brand ASC, colour DES
Display Set. At this point, we have the objects filtered and ordered.
But, what properties does the user need to see from a given object? The
customer could answer for a Vehicle: I need to see: brand, model, year,
colour, state, location, and price per day.
A list of visible attributes from the given class is enough to capture the initial user requirement. E.g. the Vehicle Display Set example could be: brand, model, year, colour, state, location,
fare.price per day
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Up to now, the user has filtered, ordered and listed the objects. At this
point, the user has enough power in the UI to search and select objects.
In an object-action (noun-verb) paradigm the first step is to select the
object to interact with. Once the object is selected, the second step can
be proposed: What to do with such an object? Basically, two responses
can be provided:
To show information related to this object (Navigation).
To execute methods to change the object’s state (Action).
Note that Navigation is merely observation and it is innocuous by definition. Nevertheless, Actions may execute services or operations that
could alter valuable data.

Navigation. Following with the analyst’s questions to users, the next
one to ask is: When you have reached a Vehicle, do you need to see any
other related information? E.g.: The user is exploring a Vehicle. The
analyst has identified the need to navigate to additional information such
as Contracts and Fare.
Beyond this kind of navigation, the analyst
is refining aggregation or inheritance relationships between classes in
the conceptual schema. The analyst must specify the subset of objects
to be reached in the target. E.g. it can be expressed using roles of
relationships, or filters.
Actions.
The second kind of semantic associated to an object is the
possibility of changing the state of the current object. In conventional
object-oriented methodologies, this is performed executing methods (or
services) defined in the class. Once again, in a given context, the analyst
has to ask the user: What actions the object can suffer? The user can
answer something like this: In the fare scenario I need to work with fares
for vehicles: I need to create, modify, and destroy fares. Additionally, I
need to change the fare related to vehicles.
With this information, the analyst has enough clues to complete the
conceptual schema with new services in classes and to organize a subset
of services to offer users in a given scenario. This list (ordered subset)
of visible services is the representation of what we call Offered Actions
Pattern.

3.2

Building complex patterns

An interaction unit is a particular scenario in the UI where users have
to interact with them in order to carry out concrete tasks. The Presentation Units[2] abstract these contexts as a set of AIOs[4] (Abstract
Interface Objects) discarding design issues.
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A reduced set of patterns focused on Presentation Units have been
abstracted based on literature review[6, 17], our experience exploring
UIs of commercial applications and developing business applications.
These patterns are going to be referred to as Presentation Patterns.
The Presentation Patterns are used to abstract interaction units with
common behaviour. This approach provides different advantages:
Extensibility: new Presentation Patterns can be included in the
model.
Homogeneity: every interaction scenario is expressed with a Presentation Pattern.
Design independence: no design details are collected in the model.
At this stage, we have identified four types of Presentation Patterns:
Service (interaction with service execution), Instance (interaction with
an object), Population (interaction with a set of objects), and MasterDetail (composed interactions).

Service Presentation Pattern.
Service Presentation Pattern is in
charge of modelling a dialogue to deal with a service. The user must
provide the arguments and launch the service. In the problem domain,
the analyst identifies a service associated with a certain class: e.g. to
create a contract in the Car Rental Service and declares it in the object
model. In terms of specification, the Service Presentation Pattern encapsulates the interaction unit to supply a service in the interface. In
this context, the service specification can be completed asking the user:
What input data are needed for this service?, How must input data be
grouped?, Are the input fields inter-related?, What kind of feedback do
you need for each selected object?, etc.
Many answers to this questions can be expressed using other auxiliary
simple patterns: introduction (constrains the introduction of values), defined selection (defines by enumeration the valid values), population selection (expresses how to select objects), dependency (expresses dynamic
interdependencies among objects), supplementary information (provides
extra feedback for object identifiers), Status Recovery (recovers argument
values from attributes), and grouping (logical grouping of arguments).
For further references see [13, 10].
Instance Presentation Pattern.
Its mission is to model the data
presentation of an instance and support interaction with it. It is oriented
to object manipulation. In terms of the user, the Instance Presentation
Pattern arises out of the necessity to observe single objects. In addition,
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the user may want to change the state of the object (by means of services)
and to navigate to related objects. In the problem domain the analyst
identifies a certain class, e.g. Vehicle. Once the class is defined, he
could ask the user the following questions: Which attributes of the object
do you wish to view? What actions can be done on the object? Which
additional info. (relationships) do you want to reach in the interface by
navigation?
The specification of the Instance Pattern is defined using three of the
simple patterns: A Display Set (what properties to show), Actions (what
services could be executed for the instance) and Navigation: (the links
to the inheritance and aggregation relationships which it is desirable to
navigate to from this instance).
In OVID[21], the concept of view plays a similar role to the Instance
Presentation Pattern.

Population Presentation Pattern.
This pattern models units of
interaction focused on showing sets of instances of a class. This pattern
deals with the necessity of working with object collections. It is composed of five smaller patterns: Filters (how to search), Order Criterion
(how to order), Display Sets (what to show), Navigation (how to navigate from an object), and Actions (what can be executed on objects).
In the problem domain, the analyst, as in the previous case, identifies
a class with its attributes, services and relationships. Later, he can ask
the user to identify these smaller components bricks.
Master-Detail Presentation Pattern.
The last pattern models
more complex units of interaction dealing with master/slave presentations. For this reason, the components are divided in two logical types;
Master and Detail components. These components are related by means
of an aggregation relationship crossed in a given direction: from master to detail. Therefore, when a Master Component changes, the Detail
Components associated also do. In business applications, this pattern is
very usual. E.g. an invoice and the possibility of introducing the lines
of this invoice in the same scenario.
In order to specify them, the analyst has to detect and create the
classes, the elemental components, and finally the Master Detail Unit.
The Master component can be an Instance Pattern (it will display an
object) or a Population Pattern (it will display a collection of objects).
The patterns that act as Detail Component can be of several types:
an Instance Pattern if the role path is univalued, a Class Population
Pattern if the role path is multivalued or a Master/Detail Pattern as
well, which makes it possible to have, recursively, more depth levels in
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the master/detail. The specification of the Master/Detail Presentation
Pattern is expressed by means of the following concepts: Master class,
Presentation Pattern acting as a Master, Role path (side of an aggregation relationship) visible of the Master class that acts as a detail and
Presentation Patterns like Details.

3.3

System Access

Finally, the user needs entry points to the interface in order to access
the UI. To deal with this type of requirement, a tree structure is used
to organize the access to interaction units: the Hierarchical Action Tree
(HAT)[8]. This abstraction provides a tree for specifying how the user
can access the system. Each intermediate node of the tree acts as a
container with a label. Each leaf node contains a label and a link to an
interaction unit.
This data is automatically mapped in the implementation phase to
menus (in windows environments) or pages and links (in web environments). Using a tree structure is a good technique to support the Gradual Approach Principle[7]. For further references, see [8].

3.4

Navigational Diagram

Once the concepts have been introduced, a Navigational Diagram is
going to be presented as a graphical representation of the stated concepts. Diagrams provide a more suitable workspace to deal with large
projects and makes it easier to understand and edit the UI specification.
The proposed diagram is a directional graph were nodes constitute
Presentation Patterns (represented as boxes) and arcs represent navigational links between a pair of Presentation Patterns (represented as
arrows). Figure 1 shows the representation of each concept.
An example of the Navigational Diagram can be shown in Figure 3.
The diagram shows the scenarios specified to be present in the UI and the
navigational relationship among them. The specification editing tasks
could be very easy if a graphical editor for diagrams is available. A pro-
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totype of the editor (Just-UI/VISIO) has been built programming in the
VISIO[24] environment. In Just-UI/VISIO, the left part of the window
contains a component palette (called Stencil in VISIO terminology) and
the right part of the window contains the drawing zone (work-area for
diagrams). The user can select presentation pattern components on the
palette and perform a drag and drop operation over the drawing zone.

4.

A Case Study: Rent-a-car

A brief case study based on a Rent a Car business system is going
to be introduced. The example manages information about customers,
vehicles, fares, and contracts. The classes of the Conceptual Schema of
the quoted system are shown in Figure 2.
The first step involves gathering the UI requirements from the customer explanations about the system. Once completed, the patterns
identified in the process are shown. Initially, the user wants, as an entry point, a scenario capable of searching and showing the vehicles the
company owns. Therefore, the user requires to search for vehicles with
a contract associated to them. Next, the customer wants to select a vehicle and see the current contract associated in a scenario where vehicle
and contract are displayed. In such a scenario, it will be possible to
launch the operations rent and return. It will also be possible to select
a vehicle to show the old closed contracts with theirs related customers
and to launch operations on such customers as change address, or delete.
Finally, the user wishes to see the related fares for each vehicle and the
possibility of maintaining them (operations: create, change and delete).
With these requirements expressed in natural language, the analyst
can identify some patterns in the interface (see Navigational Diagram
shown in Figure 3): The first scenario can be modelled as a Population
Presentation Pattern for class Vehicle where a filter is defined to search
for vehicles that have a current contract. In such a scenario, the user can
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browse a Master/Detail Pattern containing a Vehicle Instance Pattern
as Master component and a Contract Instance Pattern as Detail component. The Master component also provides a set of Actions to reach
rent and return operations. A navigation is identified from Vehicles to
another Contract Population Pattern crossing over the aggregation relationship old-contracts. In this scenario, the user can jump again to
a Customer Instance Pattern and select operations: change address or
delete. Finally, the analyst can add a navigation from the Vehicle scenario to Fare Instance Pattern. In this pattern, three operations are
allowed: create, change, and delete fares.

5.

Generating the User Interface

The specification collects the UI requirements expressed in terms of
the problem domain. It constitutes a good documentation of the system
itself. This specification can be also used to generate code in order to
implement the UI for the Information System. Depending on the target
platform, different translations must be done. In CARE Technologies
S.A. we have developed translators to produce automatically such UIs.
For the moment, we have developed translators for the following target
languages (and platforms): Visual Basic (Windows), Java (Swing), JSP,
ASP, and ColdFusion (Web pages). Depending on the target environment, a different style guide is used to obtain a homogeneous UI with
respect to other applications.
Each pattern in the Model can be expressed in terms of AIOs[4]
(Abstract Interface Objects). In the translation phase these AIOs are
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mapped to CIOs (Concrete Interface Objects, controls or widgets) following a table of transformations based on ergonomic rules[3, 9].
The implemented system is assumed to use an n-tier architecture. The
UI layer acts as a client of a Business-Logic layer acting as a server in a
client-server paradigm. Therefore, the UI contains the code to make calls
to the Business-Logic layer: the responsible for executing the services
and maintaining the consistency of the data. Code for error trapping is
also produced to isolate the UI for any potential failure that could occur
in communications or other layers.

6.

Conclusions

A model for the specification of UIs based in Conceptual Interface
Patterns and a graphical notation has been presented. Just-UI provides
a set of patterns that can be used as building blocks to create UI specifications for Information Systems. The whole concepts used are located in
the problem domain, thus allowing an easy matching of requirements to
the UI model. Analysts can create complete specification with very little effort. Besides, graphical designers can model without needing to be
expert analysts. Users can also understand and review the navigational
diagrams with analysts in order to validate the UI specification.
The specification obtained with Just-UI is platform neutral. The specifications do not contain any design details. In this way, the specification
is reused to provide similar UIs across several target platforms. At the
same time, the concepts used have direct translation to the final implementation. Each presentation pattern is reified (mapped) to windows,
forms, web pages or any other implementation of presentation unit that
can be presented in the solution domain.
The need to obtain tailored UIs depending on the final platform (for
example PDAs or UMTS devices) is beyond the scope of this paper,
but this can be naturally achieved by providing design tools for specific
environments capable of refining the initial Just-UI specification to add
and maintain such design topics.
Using Just-UI to specify the User Interface in conjunction with OOMethod to gather the functionality of the system, opens the door to
automatically obtaining complete prototypes of Information Systems,
copying with Data Persistence, Business-Logic, User Interface and User
Help. If the specification is complete enough and non ambiguous, more
and more code could be generated as final application code without additional manual changes. Therefore, the maintenance phases of software
can be moved from code to specification as it was stated by Balzer in
the Automatic Programming Paradigm[1].
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